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0. Introduction 

Generic ultrapowers were first introduced by Solovay [14] in his study of 
saturated ideals. Let I be an ideal on a regular, uncountable cardinal K (in this 
paper, any ideal on K will be K-complete and nontrivial, that is, K $I! I and {(u} E I 
for any (Y E K). Let I+ be the collection of all sets of positive measure, i.e. 
It = {S G K: S$ I}. Let RI be the notion of forcing 

RI = (I+, G). 

Forcing conditions are sets of positive measure and S1 is stronger than S2 iff 
S1 c_ Sz. If W = W(1) c_ I’ is RI-generic, then W is called an I-generic ultrafilter. 
The ultrapower of the ground model by W is called the generic ultrapower, written 
Ult,. W will not be countably complete and hence Ultw may not be well 
founded. The ideal I is said to be precipitous if every condition in RI forces that 
Ult, is well founded. These ideals were introduced by the first author and Prikry 
in [5] and [6]. 

The norm induced by I on functions f from K into the ordinals was first defined 
by Galvin and Hajnal in [2], as follows: say f <g iff f(a)<g(a) for almost all 
(Y (mod I) (a property P holds for almost all a (mod I) if {(Y E K: P fails) E I). The 
partial ordering < of ordinal functions is well founded; let Ilfll, the norm of f, be 
the rank off in the ordering <. Similarly, if S is a set of positive measure, we let 

f cs g iff f(cu) < g(a) for a.a. (Y E S (mod I), 

and denote by llflls the S-norm of f 
A function f is said to be an oath function if I\& = (Y for all conditions S in RI 

or, equivalently, if for every generic W, a is the ordinal cf]w represented by f in 
the generic ultrapower Ultw. The ideal I is uniformly normed if for every ordinal 
(Y, the ath function exists. 

Let f be an ordinal function on K. The degree of f, deg(f), is the least ordinal a! 
(if it exists) such that some condition in RI forces that f represents (Y in the 
generic ultrapower (otherwise we let deg(f) = m). For every f we have llfll SdegCf), 
The ideal I is normed if degCf> = llfll for all ordinal functions f on K. 
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The concept of a uniform norm was introduced (before precipitous ideals) by 
the first author in a talk at the M.I.T. Set Theory Conference in March 1975. In 
[4] he further studied uniform norms and introduced the degree of a function and 
the concept of a normed ideal. Proofs of otherwise unattributed assertions in this 
introduction may be found in [4]. Normed and uniformly normed ideals have also 
been studied (with different terminology) by Levinski in [ll]. 

If I is any uniformly normed ideal, then I is normed, and if I is normed, then I 
is precipitous. In [4] it was asked whether either of the converses hold. The main 
result of this paper is that neither does: 

Main theorem. Suppose K is a measurable cardinal. Then there exists a generic 
extension in which K = X1 and there exist ~-complete ideals II, I2 and I3 such that 

(i) I1 is uniformly normed, 
(ii) I* is normed, but not uniformly normed, 

(iii) I3 is precipitous, but not normed. 

The main theorem is proved in two stages. In the first stage (Section 1) we use a 
technique of Kunen and Paris from [lo] to construct a model in which K is still 
measurable such that by combining a large number of ultrafilters we can find 
ideals having the properties of the theorem. In the second stage we use a Levy 
collapse to make K = K1 and show that the ideals still have the desired properties. 
This technique was used by the second author [7] to show that the ideal generated 
by a measure on K after a Levy collapse is precipitous. Several people, including 
the present authors, noticed that his method of proof applies to any K-chain 
condition forcing and to the more general case when K carries a precipitous ideal 
in the ground model (cf. [8, 11, 121). Levinski also observed that an ath function 
on the measurable cardinal is the ath function in the extension (thus the 
precipitous ideal constructed in [7] is uniformly normed). We state a general 
theorem in Section 2 that includes these results. The second stage of the proof of 
the main theorem is given in Section 3, using results from Section 2. 

The proof in Section 3 heavily uses the explicit definition of the ideals from 
Section 1. It is not known whether a Levy collapse (or more generally, any K-CC 

notion of forcing) always preserves these properties. 
K. Kunen has pointed out that if K is supercompact and 2” = K+, then it can be 

proved outright that there is a precipitous, but unnormed, ideal. 

1. Examples of ideals: K measurable 

In this section the main result is 

Theorem 1.1. If K is measurable, then there is a generic extension in which K is still 
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measurable and there are ideals J1, J2 and J3 such that 
(i) J1 is uniformly normed, 

(ii) J2 is normed, but not uniformly normed, 
(iii) J3 is precipitous but not normed. 

We will begin by describing a way of combining ideals and we will then define 
the generic extension. After these preliminaries we will describe the ideals and 
prove that they have the required properties. 

Let 
{Ia,: a EA} (1) 

be a collection of K-complete ideals over K. Then I= l-j {I, : a E A} is a K- 

complete ideal over K. In general, I does not inherit any special properties of the 
Ia’s. Let us call the collection (1) separated if there exist sets 

{E,: LIEA} 

such that for each a E A, E, belongs to the filter F(I,), the dual of I,, and for all 
b # a, Eb E I,. If this is the case, we call I the sum of the 1,: 

c I,=n{l,:aEA}. 
a 

Let us recall some basic terminology from [6] and [4]: Let I be a K-complete ideal 
over K. An I-partition of a set S E If is a collection P of subsets of S such that 

(i) PC I’, 
(ii) if X, YEP and X#Y, then XftYEI, 

(iii) P is maximal: if Xs S has positive measure, then X tl YE I+ for some 
YEP. 

A partition P, is a refinement of Pz, PI s Pz, if for every X E P2 there is YE PI 
such that YE X. An I-function is a function whose domain is a set SE I+. A 
functional on a set SE I+ is a collection F of ordinal I-functions such that 

(i) PF ={dom(f): f~ F} is an I-partition of S; 
(ii) if f, g E F and f # g, then dom(f) # dam(g). 
We call two functionals F and G on S equivalent (mod I) 

F=G(modI) 

if there exists an I-partition P of S that refines PF and PC and such that for every 
X E P the respective functions f E F and g E G agree everywhere on X. Similarly, 

F<G 

means that PF refines PG and that each f E F is less than the respective g E G 
everywhere on dome). The ideal I is precipitious if and only if for every SE I+, 
the partial ordering < of functionals on S is well founded. If F is a functional on 
S, then the degree of F, 

MS(F) 
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is the length of < below F, if < is well founded below F. If f is an ordinal 
I-function, then degs(f) = degs(Cf}). If F is a functional on K, then we drop the 
subscript S. Functionals correspond to Boolean valued names for ordinal func- 
tions in the generic ultrapower. We recall Theorem 1.4 of [4]: 

The degree of a functional F is the least ordinal cx such that for some f E F and 
some set S cdom(f) of postive measure, 

Slkf represents a in the generic ultrapower Ultw(,,. 

The following lemma is proved by an easy verification: 

Lemma 1.2. Let {I,: a E A} be a family of K-COmphe ideals over K and assume 
that the I, are separated by a family {E,: a E A}. Let I = 1, I,. Then 

(i) {E,: a E A} is an I-partition of K ; 

(ii) for every a EA, every I,-partition of E, is an I-partition of E, and vice 
versa; every &-functional on E, is an I-functional on E, and vice versa, and its 
&-degree is equal to its I-degree; 

(iii) for every functional F, 

deg(F) = min{degnJF): a E A}; 

(iv) I precipitous if and only if each I, is precipitous; 
(v) I is normal if and only if each I, is normal. 

In this section we shall construct two examples of precipitous ideals on a 
measurable cardinal K. The idea is to let I =C, I, where for each a EA, I, is a 
normal ~-complete prime ideal, and IAl = K+. Clearly, every K -complete prime 
ideal is precipitous (and the generic ultrapower is just the ordinary ultrapower), 
and in fact, it is uniformly normed (any function that represents (Y is the ath 
function). 

In order to obtain a family of K+ separated normal measure on K, we employ 
the technique of Kunen and Paris from [lo]. 

Thus let JJ denote the ground model, a model of ZFC+ “there exists a 
measurable cardinal K”. We can assume that the GCH is true in & as otherwise 
we could make a preliminary generic extension to make it true. We shall extend 
.M generically to a model &[G] in which K is still a measurable cardinal, and in 
which we can find families {I, : a E A} of normal ~-complete prime ideals such 
that C, I, is respectively a precipitous ideal that is not normed, and a normed 
ideal that is not uniformly normed. 

Let us work in JU, and let us construct a notion of forcing that yields .M[G]. We 
follow closely [lo, Section 31. 

Let K be a measurable cardinal and let U be a normal measure on K. Following 
[9], let U, be the ultrafilter on [K]” = {(a, /3): (Y <p < K} defined by 

XE &++{a: {p: (a, @)EX}E U}E u. 
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Let X1 and JV* denote the ultrapowers of .4! by U and U, respectively, and let 
. 

L= loI and j = i02 be the corresponding elementary embeddings, 

i:.M+NK,, j:A+JYp 

Let K1 = i(K) and KZ = j(K). 

We shall now review some basic facts about the ultrapowers ,izr, and J2 that we 
might need later on: 

If Xc K, then 

X = i(x) C-l K = j(X) n K, and i(x) = j(X) n K1. 

If X E K and YE [K]‘, then 

XEU*KEi(X)t,KEj(X), YE &ff(K, K1)Ej(X). 

If f is any function on K and g is any function on [K]~, let Lf&, and [glu, denote 
the elements of X, and N2 represented respectively by f and g. We have 

Cflu = W))(K), klu2 = (jk))k KI>. 

Let d, 7~~ and rrTT1 be functions defined as follows: 

d(a)=a, mJ((Y, P) = % r*(s P) = P- 
Then 

[dlu =K, holu,= 4 hlu,= KI- 

Finally, let g be such that g((.y, /3) < p for every (Y, /3 E K. Then there is a function 
f : K -+ K such that g(a, /3) = f(a) for almost all ((Y, p) mod U, (this follows from 
normality). 

We shall now define a notion of forcing P. The intention is to add generically a 
function G from (a subset of) K~ into K~ such that 

(a) G(a) aa, 
(b) if (Ye, c~*gdom(G) and a,< czz, then G(~,)<(Y~. 

(The property (b) will prevent the collapse of cardinals.) 
First we define P,: 

PEP, iff (i) p is a function and dam(p) S K, ran(p) c K: 

(ii) p(a) 2 (Y for all a ; 

(iii) if (or, o2 E dam(p) and czl < (Y*, then p(arl) < cyz; 
(iv) for every regular cardinal A, ]dom(p) rl A\ < h. 

(The last property is the well-known Easton’s device.) 
Now let 

(2) 

P=j(P,) and psq iff pzq. 

(the fact that P is defined in J2 = j(A) is the essence of the Kunen-Paris method: 
it enables us to extend the ultrafilter U, in JU[G].) 

For every q let 

P,={pEP:p57Jxn}, P”={pEP:pE(K2-q)X(K*-~)} (3) 
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same as G except that G’(a) = b if 

dom(G’) = (dam(G) - [a, b]) U{a, b + l}, 

G’(v)=G(v) if vEdom(G) and v<a or v>b, 

G’(a) = b, 

G’(b + 1) = (least member of ran(G) - (b + 1)). 

Lemma 1.5. Suppose a E dam(G), K =G a <b, and G’ is the same as G except that 

G’(a) = b. Then G’ is P-generic over .42 and P(K) nA[G’] = P(K) n.h![G]. 

Proof. That G’ is P-generic is straightforward. Note that a ~dom(G) is needed 
here. If a is a cardinal and akdom(G), then there will not be any generic G’ in 
JU [G] such that a E dom(G’). 

That P(K) n.M[G’] = P(K) n&G] follows immediately from the fact that G’n 
P,=GnP,. q 

Lemma 1.5 is still true if we change G at finitely many points of its domain 
instead of only one. Any such modified function G’ will give rise by Lemma 1.4 to 
a map jG’ : .M[G nP,] + JJG’], and hence to a ultrafilter UG’ on K in .&[G]. We 
will construct J2 and J3 by taking sums of the ideals dual to ultrafilters so 
obtained. Since J3 is simpler we will take it first: 

Proof of Theorem l.l(iii). In JU[G] there is a precipitous ideal J3 on K which is not 

normed. 
We will in fact construct J3 so that the constant function on K has degree K~, 

but every function f : K + K has degree less than K~. Then ]lf]] <degCf) < K~, for all 
f : K -+ K and the norm of the constant function is at most (and, in fact, is exactly) 
K~. Since its norm is less than its degree, J3 is not normed. 

In A, the cofinality of K~ is K+. Thus let us consider, in .A?, a fixed increasing 
sequence 

(b,: Ll<K+} 

cofinal in K~. Let (in /u[G]) 

A={a: ~<a<~~,a~ran(G) and b,Edom(G)}. 

For every a E A, let G, be the set of all (a, p) such that 

either (Y <K and (a, p) E G, 

or (a, P) = (K, a), 

or accucb, and (a, P) E G, 

or (c% P) = (b,, K~), 

or b,<a and (cx,P)EG. 
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J 3 J \ 
+ 

K a K b 
a K1 K2 

Fig. 1. 

Thus G, is the same as G except that G,(K) = a and G,(b,) = K~. Let j, = jG- and 
27, = UG= be the embeddings and ultrafilters given by Lemma 1.5. Let I, be the 
dual ideal to U, and set 

After some preliminaries we will show that I has the required properties. 
Let p be a condition and assume that P(K) = K and P(K~) = K1. Let a < K+ and 

assume that p forces that a E A; i.e. a Iran and b, E dam(p). We denote by 

pla 

the condition obtained from p in the same way as G, is obtained from G: (a, /3) E 
p/a iff 

either (Y <K and p(a) = P, 

or (04 P) = (K, a), 

or a<a<b, and p(a)=p, 

or (a, P) = (b,, K~), 

or b, <a! and p(a) = p. 

Then we have 

pll-XE u, iff p/aIi-K El’(X). 

We shall now show that the measures U,, a E A, are separated: 

Lemma 1.6. There exists a collection {E,: a E A} of subsets of K such that E, E U, 

for each a E A, and if a’ # a, then E,$ U,,. 

Proof. For each ordinal a let f, be a function that represents a in the ultrapower 
./VI: 

lXlu = a. 

If a E A, we define 

E, = {a -=C K : G(a) = fa(cx)}. 

Now if a, a’ are in A, we have 

E, E u,, f* K E jJEJ 

* k(G))(K) = kcf,>)(K> 

c* G,,(K) = (jf,)(K) 

++a’=a. Cl 
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In order to get more information on the ultrapowers Ult,(.M[G]) we shall now 

use the embeddings jn to define certain ultrafilters over [K]‘. 

For each a E A, let Uz be the following ultrafilter over [K]“: For XS [K]*, let 

XEU2: iff (4 K1) E ia (X). 

It is clear that each 7-J: extends the measure U, on [K]* in .M. Let Ult,&.M[G]) be 

the ultrapower of JCC[G] by UX, and let i, :Jt[G]+Ult,~(JU[G]) be the as- 

sociated elementary embedding. As usual, we have a commutative diagram 

Fig. 2. 

where embedding k, is defined as follows: 

k,Ul,:) = (jacf)>k KI). 

Here ~E.M[G] is a function on [K]* and cf] v: is the element of Ult,@[G]) 

represented by fi 

If f is an ordinal function on [K]* in .44 and Lflu, the element of .N2 = Ult,(.M) 

represented by f, then 

Cflu, s [flu: 
since UE extends U,. On the other hand, since 

[~]LJ, = O’(f))k K1). 
we have 

kAflu,) = Cflu, 
and it follows that 

Lflu: = la”,. 

[We could now go on and show that i, = j, and that k, is the identity mapping.] 

Thus we have: 

Lemma 1.7. For every a E A and every function fe.44 on [K]‘, Lfluz = Iflu,. In 

particular, 

[COnSt(K)]u* = K2 II 

(where const(rc) denotes the constant function with value K). 

Lemma 1.8. For every a E A, the ultrafilters U, and e are equivalent, that is, there 

is a l-l function rr : ~~ -+ K such that U, = {~[x]: x E e}. 
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Corohy 1.9. For every aEA, 

[COIlSt(K)]u, = K2. 

Proof. Let a E A. Let r,, be the projection of [K]~ to K: 

%(% P) = CL 

It is clear from the definition of U, and Uz that for every Xs K, 

Thus is suffices to show that nTTo is l-l on a set in Uz. We recall that ft,, is the 
function on K that represents b, in Ult,(&). Let 

Z, = {(a, p) E [Kl’: G&,(a)) = PI. 

It is clear that 7~~ is l-l on Z,. Since G(&))(K) = b, and Ci,(G))(b,) = G,(b,) = K~, 

we have (K, K~) gj,(Z,), and so Z, E Uz. 0 

Lemma 1.10. For every f: K += K there exists a E A such that [flu, < K1. 

Proof. In view of the commutative diagram (Fig. 3) where k(Lf]“,) = (ia(f 

we have [flu, ~ciacf)>( 1 d K an so it suffices to show that for every f : K + K there is 
a EA such that &(~))(K)<K~. 

Y[G] A N,[G,] 

I A 

Ut,(MGn 

Fig. 3. 

Thus let f be a P,-name for a function from K to K, and let p be a forcing 
condition in G. We may assume that P(K) = K, P(K+)= K+ and p(~~) = K~. It 

suffices to find a stronger condition q z p and a <K+ such that a Iran, 
b, ~dom(q), and that 

q/a IF(#)(K)< Kl. 

Consider the unique decomposition 

p=rUSUtU{(K1,K1)}UU. 

where 

rEP,, S(K) = K, 

sEPK-PK+) t(K+) = K+, 

tEPK+-PK1, z4 E PKltl. (4) 
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K 

Fig. 4. 

Since p E JV~, there is a function (pas : (a, P)E[K]*) that represents p in .M2 = 
Ult,(&). In view of (4) there exist conditions r, s, (a <K), t, (a <K) and IQ 
(q p <K) in P, such that for almost all a!, p (mod U,). 

P ,p=rUS,Ut,U{(B,p)}UU,p. (5) 

We may assume that (5) holds for all a >sup(r) and all /3 >sup(t,), and also that 

g(a) CL+ h(u) 

Fig. 5. 

s,(a) = a, sup&) < a+, t,(a’) = (Y+ and min(u,@) > p_ Let us fix an ordinal a! > 
sup(r). Let g(a)<cx+ be some ordinal such that g(c~>>sup(s,). For every 5 such 
that g(a) <E < a+, let 95 be an ordinal and r: 2 r and t$z t, be conditions such 
that 

sup(C) < % 5 < min( t$), (6) 
and that 

ri U {(a, E)) U C Ikf(a) = rl5 

Let h(a) be an ordinal such that 

sup(& < h(a) (7) 

for all .$ <a+, and also h(a)> qh for all ,$<a+. Hence for all [<(Y+, 

r: u {(a, ~31 u t:lkf(a) -=c h(a). (8) 

Now let a<K+ be such that [glu <a and [hlu < b,. Let (a(a): cx <K) and 
(b(a): CY < K) represent a and b, respectively; we may assume that g(a)<a(a)< 
(Y+ and h(a) ==L b(a) for all a. From (8) it follows that for all (Y >sup(r) and all 
p > b(a) (hence for almost all a, 6 mod U2) 

racar) U {(a, a(a))} U tzcm) a UWd~), P)lUu,,Itfb)<P. (9) 

Let ra and t” be the elements of PK, represented by (rzcn): a <K) and (t$“‘: CY < 
K). Clearly ra 1 r and t” 2 t, and by (6) and (7), we have sup(r”) < K, a < min(t) 
and sup(t) -C b,. Let 

‘? = la u {(K, a)} u {(kz, Kl)} u u 
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and 
q = r”USU{(a, CX>}ut”u{(K1, Kl)}UU. 

Now it is clear q 2 p, that q/a = 4, and that (by (9)) 

ijlFtjf)(~)<~~. 0 

End of proof of Theorem l.l(iii). Recall that 

J3= I = c I, 
LlEA 

where I, is the dual ideal of U,. The ideal I is a normal precipitous ideal on K, by 
Lemma 1.2(iv) and (v). By Corollary 1.9 and Lemma 1.2(iii) we have 

deg(const(K)) = min,[const(K)]Ua = K~. 

If f : K + K, then by Lemma 1.10 there is a E A such that 

des(f)~deg,~((f)=lflu,<~~- Cl 

Thus we have found in &[G] a precipitous ideal on K that is not normed. Next 
we shall find a normed ideal that is not uniformly normed. This ideal will be 
constructed using the ideals I, and J, from the following lemma. 

Lemma 1.11. There exists a separated family of normal ideals 

{I,, J,: aEA} 

such that 

(i) For each ordinal cx there are functions fa and g, such that 
(a) for each a E A, fa is the ath function for I, and g, is the cvth function for J,, 
(b) for each a E A and CY < /3, fa(<> < fP (5) almost everywhere mod J, ; 

and 
(ii) The ideal I = CaeA (&,, J,) is not uniformly normed. 

Proof of Thorem l.l(ii) from Lemma 1.11. There is an ideal J2 in &[G] which 
is normed but not uniformly normed. 

We take J2 equal to I = (x_A Ja)+(CaEa J,) from Lemma 1.11. I is not 
uniformly normed by Lemma l.ll(ii> so we need to show that I is normed. 
Suppose f : K -+ ON and let y be the I-degree of f. We need to show that y is also 
the I-norm of f. Let fu and g, be as given in Lemma 1.1 l(i). By Lemma 1.2(iii), if 
a EA, then f([)<f,(&) for almost all .$ mod I, and f(e)2 g,(t) for almost all 
6 mod J,. Let 

S ={5: f(‘9<f,m. 

Note that S E J, for all a E A. We define, for all (Y < y, 

f,(4) if 5+S, 
ha(‘)=lg(*) if [ES. 
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If a<@<~, and aeA, then 

f,(5)<fs(5)<fy(5)~f(r) (10) 

for almost all t$ S mod I,, and by Lemma l.ll(i(b)) also for almost all 
[$ S mod J,. Also, 

&X(6) < S@(5) < g,(5) of (11) 

for almost all t& S mod J,, and since S E I,, we conclude from (10) and (11) that 

h, (5) < h, (0 <f(E) (12) 

holds for almost all 6 mod I. From (12) it follows that l]f]] 3 y = deg(f), and hence 

llfll= Y. 0 

Proof of Lemma 1.11. As in the proof of Theorem l.l(iii), the ideals are duals of 
normal measures in JU[G] defined using Lemmas 1.4 and 1.5. Let us consider, in 
JU, a fixed mapping 

a H b, (KsU<K+) 

of K+--K onto K~-K+, such that every b E K~-K+ is = b, for K+ many a’s. Let (in 

-NW) 

A = {a: a E ran(G) and b, E ran(G)}. 

For every a E A, let 

(cx,~)EG, iff either (a<~ or a<(Y<K+ or b,<a) and (qp)~G, 

or (a, /3) = (K, a), 

or (a, P) = (K+, b,); 

(cx,~)E~, iff either (a!<~ or a<(Y<fc+ or ~,<a) and (a,@)eG, 

or (a, P) = (K, a), 

or 6% p) = (K+, Kr)- 

/- -4 - 
I 

b Ga 
a 

II 7 

+ *a 
K a K K1 Ic2 

Fig. 6. 

Thus G, is the same as G except that G,(K) = a and G,(K+) = b, and H, is the 
same as G except that H,(K) = a and Ha = K~. By Lemma 1.5, G, and H, are 
both P-generic over At. Let i, : &[G n P,] + NJG,] and j, : .M[G rl P,] -+ N2[H,] 
be as given by Lemma 1.4 and let U, and V, be the normal measures defined by 
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i, and j, respectively. Thus we have U, 2 U and V, 3 U. Let p be a condition 
such that P(K) = K, P(K+) = K+, P(K~) = K~ and a, b, Iran. We denote by 

pla and plla 

the modifications of p corresponding to G, and H,: 

(a, S) E p/a iff either (a<~ or a<a-=CK+ or b,<a) and p(a)=& 

or (a, P) = (4 a), 

or (% P) = (K+, &A; 

(q B) E p//a iff either (a! <K or a <a! < K+ or b, <a) and p(a) = p, 

or (a, P) = (4 a), 

or (a, p) = (K+t, Ki). 
We have 

pll-XE U, iff p/all-KEj(X), 

pl1XE V, iff p//all-K E]‘(X). 

The measures U,, V, (a E A) are separated: 

Lemma 1.12. There are sets E, and F, (a E A) such that for all a E A, E, E U, and 

F, E V,, and E,+L V,., F,gL U,, for all a’, and E,$ U,., F,# V,. for all a’# a. 

Proof. For each ordinal CY, let f, be the ath function for U: 

[fal” = a. 
For a E A we define 

E,={cx<K: G(cx)=f,(a) and G(cxf>=fb,(a)}, 

F, = {a < K: G(a) = fa(a) and G((Y+) # f,,(a)}. 

If a and a’ are in A, then a computation like the one in Lemma 1.6 shows that 

E, E U,. tf G,,(K) = a and Ga.(~+) = b, t, a = a’, 

F, E U,, - G,(K) = a and Ga.(~+) # b, - never, 

& E V,. cf H,,(K) = a and f&.(~+) = b, ++ never, 

F, E V,, - H,,(K) = a and Has # b, * a = a’. 0 

Lemma 1.13. For every a E A and every function f EA on K, cf]“, = Lflu. In 

particular [fmlu, = a! for every ordinal CY where f, is the CY th function in JU for U. 

. 
Proof. Since Ga(~J = K~, it is easy to see that G, fl PK1 is P,,-generic over 4. 
Thus we can define an elementary embedding 

iz :.M[G] + X,[G, n P,,] 
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Fig. 7. 

extending i : .A += N,. Since every subset of K in A[G] has a P-name and since 

i(x) = j(x) n K1 

or every XCK in /dc, we have 

i~(X)=i,(X)flK1 

for all XC K in k [G]. In particular, 

XEU,--KEi)*,(X). 

Now consider the commutative diagram (Fig. 7) where 

kAf1,) = GXcf))kh 

If f is an ordinal function on K in .&, then (13) yields 

kUlu,) = (i(f))(K) = [flu 
and so cf&,, = I-&. q 

For each a E A, let 

vf = {xs [K]‘: (K, K1) E ia( 

Vz is an ultrafilter over [K]’ extending U,. 

Lemma 1.14. For every a E A and every function f E /u on [K]‘, [f& = LflU,. 

Proof. Consider the triangle as shown in Fig. 8 where 

kdflv,) = (ia(f)>k Kd- 
If fgAt, then 

kAYlv,) = (if._f))(K, KI) = Lflu, 
and the lemma follows. El 

(13) 

Fig. 8. 
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Lemma 1.15. For every a E A, 

XE v,o ?l;l(X)E v; 

and 7~~ is l-l on some Z E c. 

Proof. The first statement is clear. Let 

Z = {(a, p) E [K]*: G(a+) = p}. 

Since &(K+) = K,, we have (K, KJ Ebb and so ZE c for all a E A. 0 

Lemma 1.16. For every ordinal y there exists a function g, such that 

[!&1”, = Y 
for all a E A. 

Proof. Let h, E JU be a function on [K]* such that [hTlU2 = y. Let 

g,(a) = h,(a, G(a+)) (14) 

for all a <K. Since Z E c, h,(cll, p) = gY(nO(cx, p)) for almost all CY, /3 mod Vz, 
and so by Lemma 1.15 and 1.14 

kl”, = k, FJ~:: = W,lv, = bylu2 = Y. 0 

Lemma 1.17. There is no X E K such that for every a E A, X E V, but X$ U,. 

Proof. Let X be a P,-name for a subset of K, and let p E G be such that P(K) = K, 

p(K+) = K+ and p(~~) = K~. Let us assume that 

~II(VUEA)XEV,. (15) 

We shall find a stronger condition q 2 p and a < K+ such that a, b, E ran(q) and 
that 

qItXE v,. 
Let 

p=rUSUtU{(K~,K~)}UU 

be the decomposition of p as in the proof of Lemma 1.10 (see Fig. 4). Let s,, t, 
and uup be as in Lemma 1.10. From (15) it follows that whenever a is such that 

SUP(S) < a <K+ and sup(t) < b, < K~, 

then 

r u {(K, a)> u {(K+, Kl)} u U kK E j(x). (16) 

Note that for almost all a, for all 5 such that sup&> < 5 =C a+, for almost all 0. 

rU{(a, 5)IU{(a+, P)IU u-a E-a! EX. (17) 

Otherwise, for almost all CY pick 5 = g(a) such that for almost all P (17) fails, 
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and then if a = [glu, we have 

r U {(K, a)) U {(K+, Ki)) U u It-K $ j(X) 

contrary to (16). Thus for almost all (Y there is B, E U such that for all p E B, and 
all 6 with sup(s,) <t < at, (17) holds. Let B be the diagonal intersection of the 
B,‘s. So for almost all (Y, all 5 such that sup(s,) < 5 <a+ and all p E B with 

P>a’, (17) holds. Since the set i(B) is unbounded in K~, there exists b E i(B) 

such that b > sup(t). By the assumption on the mapping a H b, there are 
arbitrarily large a <K+ such that b, = b. Fix such an a larger than sup(s). Let 
(a(a): (Y <K) and (b(a): CY <K) represent a and b. 

For almost all CY E B we have sup(s,) < a(a) < (Y+ and a+< b(a) E B, and so (17) 
holds for 5 = a(a) and p = b(a), in other words 

ru{((~, u(o)))u((~+, b(a)))Un,,b(a)lt.a EX. 

Let 2, E PK, be represented by ( Ua,bCa): cz < K). From (18) we get 

rU{(K, ~)}U{(K*, b,)}UulkK E j(X). 
Now let 

(18) 

(19) 

and 
q = ~U{(K, ~)}U{(K+, b,)}Uv U{(K~, K~))U u 

q=rUsU{(a,a)}UtU{(b,,b,)}UuU{(K1,~1)}UU. 

We have q 2 p and a, b Iran, and q/u = tj. From (19) we get 

q/U Il- K E j(x) 

and so 
qll-XE u,. 0 

End of proof of Lemma 1.11. Let I, and J, be respectively the duals of U, and 
V,. The ideals I, and .I, are separated by Lemma 1.12. For each CY, let f be the 
ath function (in .,H) for the measure U. By Lemma 1.13, each fu is the ath 
function for each Ih. Since each V, extends U, we have fa <fs almost everywhere 
mod .I, whenever (Y < 8, for each a E A. For each (Y, let g, be the function from 
Lemma 1.16 so that g, is the ath function for each I,. This completes the proof 
of clause (i) of Lemma 1.11 and it remains to show that the ideal I is not 
uniformly normed. Let us show that the ~tst function for I does not exist. Assume 
to the contrary that f is an ordinal function on K such that for all a EA 

[f]o_ = Lf]v, = ‘Cl 
and let 

x={CX:f(CX)<K}. 

By Lemma 1.13, K~ is represented in each U, by the constant function const(K) 
with value K, while by Lemmas 1.14 and 1.15, const(rc) represents K~ in each V, 

(in fact K~ is represented in each V, by the function g(a) = G(a+)). It follows that 
for all a EA, X& V, and X$ U,, contrary to Lemma 1.17. Cl 
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2. Properties of ideals preserved by K-C.C. forcing 

The consistency of the existence of a precipitous ideal on w1 was established in [7] 
by collapsing a measurable cardinal K and showing that the ideal on K generated 
by a K-complete prime ideal in the ground model is precipitous. The method 
employed in [7] admits a generalization: it was observed by several people that 
the method works if one starts with only a precipitous ideal (instead of a prime 
ideal) in the ground model, and uses any K-C.C. notion of forcing instead of the 
L&y collapse. We shall now state a general theorem on preservation of various 
properties of ideals under ~-chain condition forcing. Some of the results have 
been known to others. 

Let I be a ~-complete ideal over an uncountable regular cardinal (in the ground 
model 4). Let 8 be a notion of forcing that satisfies the K-chain condition, and 
let .M[G] be a generic extension of JU by a g-generic set of conditions G. In 
.d[G], let r be the ideal over K generated by I. In the following theorem, the 
statements about I are taken in the ground model while the statements about f 
are meant in .M[G]. 

Theorem 2.1. (a) If I is K-complete, then f is K-complete. 
(b) If I is normal, then 1 is normal. 
(c) If P is an I-partition, then P is an I-partition. 

(d) If F is an I-functional, ther, F is an r-functional. 

(e) If I is not precipitous, then r is not precipitous. 

(f) If I is precipitous, then r is precipitous. 

(g) If the I-degree of F is CY, then the f-degree of F is a. 
(h) If I is uniformly nomaed, then r is uniformly normed. 

(i) If I is not uniformly norrned, then r is not uniformly normed. 
(j) If I = CaeA I,, then I= CatA f,. 

Proof. (a) This has been known for years; cf. [13] or [14]. Let h <K and let 
pll-{&:a<h}~I Then for each a<& plF(3 YEI)X,EY, and by K-C.C. and 
the K-completeness of I there exists Y, E I such that plFX, E Y,. It follows that 

PIkU,Y,CUa Y,EI. 
(b) Well known and easy. 
(c) Cf. [9] or [13]. Let P be an I-partition, and let A and p E 9 be such that 

p II-A E f+. We shall find an XE P such that pIY_A fl XE 1 (Hence some q =Z p 
forces A fl XE f+ and so P is an f-partition.) Let 

S ={a: pljCa$A}. (20) 

Then S E I’ and so there is an XE P such that S n XE I+. We claim that 
plfA n XE ?. If p II-A nXE r, then using the K-chain condition we find NE I such 
that 

pIt-AnxGN. (21) 
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Let a! E (S fl X) - N. Then because (Y E X-N, (21) implies that p Ik (Y E A, and so 
CY 6 S, a contradiction. 

(d) Follows from (c). 
(e) [8]. A descending sequence of I-functionals is a descending sequence of 

I-functionals. 
(f) The special case is in [7]; for the general case, see [8] or [12]. The present 

proof follows the arguments from [7], [3] and [8]. 
Let W be an Rr-generic ultrafilter over &[G]. We shall show that the generic 

ultrapower Ultw(&[G]) is well founded. Let 

w= WnJu. 

Using (c), one can easily see that W is an Rr-generic ultrafilter over JU. Let 

j : AZ + Ultw(M) and 7: .M[G] -+ Ultw(&[G]) 

be the embeddings associated with the respective ultrapowers by W and W Since 
I is precipitous, Ultw(.M) is well founded. 

Let us consider the notion of forcing j(P)~Ultw(.&). Every p~j(P) is rep- 
resented by some 

(I_&: CX<K)E/t’t 

where pm E 9 for all (Y < K. For each p = (p, : a < K) let 

T,={cY<K:~,EG}. 

.If p and 4 represent the same p E j(P), and since WE w, we have 

T,E%+T~E@ 

Thus the set Hgj(8) is well defined by 

H={pEj(CP):TDEWfor [p],=p}. 

The crucial fact about H is: 

H is j(9)-generic over Ultw(.M) and j[G] G H. (22) 

Since the proof of (22) appears, explicitly or implicitly, in the references cited 
above, we omit it. 

Now (22) permits us to extend j : .4t + Ult,(.d) to an elementary embedding 
7: M[G] + (Ultw(A))[H] by defining 

i(in&(x)) = int,(j(x)) 

where into and int, denote the interpretations by G and H respectively. Let 

be the ordinal represented in Ultw(.M) by the function d(a) = (Y. It is easy to 
verify that 

- 
W = {X E K : 6 6 j-((x)}. 
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Fig. 9. 

Thus consider the commutative diagram (Fig. 9) where k is defined by 

WCfld=(~V>>W. 

A standard argument shows that k is well defined and elementary and so 
Ultw(M[G]) is well founded, as desired. 

The diagram in Fig. 9 provides additional information. Namely, k is an 
isomorphism (and so Ult&@G]) = (Ultw(.M))[H] and i= f). To prove this, it 
suffices to show that k is onto. In turn, it suffices to show that H is in the range of 
k, and so is every x E Ultw(.M). As for H, we have 

k(T(G)) = k([const(G)]w) = (i(const(G)))(a) = f(G) = H. 

Let x E Ultw(.M). Then x = [& for some f~J.4, and 

Wflw> = (ftf>>G% = (i(f>)(*> = [flw = x. (23) 

(g) Since clearly deg,(F) < deg#), it suffices to show that whenever S E I’ and 
f~.4f is a function on S such that Slbf represents (Y, then for any Rr-generic 
ultrafilter W 3 S over &[G], cf]w = 01. Thus let W be Rr-generic over .M[G] such 
that SE W. Using the diagrm in Fig. 9 and the equalities in (23), we have 

[flw = [flw 

for some Rr-generic W containing S. Hence [f]~ = (Y. 
(h) For the special case when 1 is prime, see [ll]. For every ordinal a, let 

fa EJU be the cwth function for I. It follows from (g) that each fa is the ath 
function for r (in &[G]). 

(i) Let us assume that g E&[G] is the ath function for r; we shall find h E A 
such that deg,(h) = cu for all S E I’. Let FE Al be the ath functional for I. By (g), 
F is the ath functional in .M[G], and so for every ~EF, f(5) = g(5) almost 
everywhere (mod f) on the domain of f. Thus for every f~ F there exists 
X c dom(f) such that X ~4, dam(f) -X E 1, and f(e) = g(E) for all 6 E X. 

Let all this be forced by some condition p E G. Using the k-chain condition, we 
can find (in A), for every f E F a set X, c dom(f) such that dam(f) -X, E 1 and 
that p forces that f(5) = g(E) for all 5 E X,. 

It follows that if X, nX, # 8, then fr and fi agree on X,, flX,. So if 
we let h = U {f 1 X, : f E F}, then h is a function. And the preceding arguments 
make it clear that h is the &h function for 1. 

(j) If the Ia’s are separated then the faa’s are also separated (by the same sets) 
and it is immediate that r = C, 1,. 
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3. Proof of main theorem 

Let K be a measurable cardinal and let U be a normal measure on K. First we 
extend the ground model A = L[ U] to the model .A![G] presented in Section 1. In 
A[G], consider the normal precipitous ideals J,, J2 and J3 on K given by Theorem 
1.1. Ji is uniformly normed. J2 is the sum 1, (I,, J,) where the I, and .I, satisfy 
Lemma 1.11(i), and is not uniformly normed. J3 is not normed because the 
constant function on K has degree K:! and norm K~. 

We further extend At[G] by Levy-collapsing K to Xi. The notion of forcing 
involved has the K-chain condition. Let 

Ii =.ii, I,=J,, 13 = & 

be the ideals generated by Ji, J2, .J3. By Theorem 2.1, I,, Iz and 1, are normal 
precipitous ideals on Xi. 

I1 is uniformly normed by Theorem 2.1(h). 
Iz is not uniformly normed, by Theorem 2.1(i). By Theorem 2.1(j), I,= 

1, (I,, Sk), and by (g) and (h), the ideals I, and sh also satisfy Lemma 1.11(i), with 
the same functions fa and &. Thus I2 is normed for the same reason J2 is. 

It remains to prove that I3 is not normed. By Theorem 2.1(g), the I,-degree of 
const(K) is K~. Since the final model is a generic extension of the intermediate 
model by a C.C.C. extension, for every function f : K * K (in the final model) there 
is a function h : K -+ K in the intermediate model such that f(a) < h(a) for all CC 
Then llfllsdeg(f)sdeg(h). But degr3(h)=dea3(h) by Theorem 2.19 and 

deg,,(h) < Ki. Thus ]]fl] < K~ and it follows that I\const(rc)jl= K~_ 
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